
In the standard version 
this SMG is equipped with a 
folding stock enabling shoo-
ting from the shoulder. The 

weapon can be shot from free 
hand when the folding stock is 

retracted. The effective range of fire 
from shoulder is up to 250 m distances, 
from hand up to 50 m. When the last car-
tridge from the magazine has been shot 
the bolt remains locked-open. No tools 
are necessary for routine maintenance 
disassembly. Low weight and small di-
mensions facilitate concealed carry and 
use in a very constraint spaces.  

 Characteristic features of this weapon 
are a good balance making quick and easy 
aiming, high accuracy of fire, long service 
life a high functional reliability under vari-

ous combat 
conditions. The
relevant ad-
vantage is 
in am-
bidext-
rous con
trols and multip-
le rails as per MIL-STD-1913. 

 This submachine gun comes in a 
plastic case. The package includes two 
double-column magazines with 30 car-
tridge capacity, sling, and cleaning kit. On 
a special order the weapon can be supplied 
with accessories such as sound modera-
tor, 20-shot magazines, several models of 
torches incl. quick attachment clampings, 
laser designators, tactical handles or red 
dot sights and other optics.

The CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1 submachine gun in cal. 9x19 
is all-purpose, light automatic small arm of the PDW 
category. This weapon allows shooting to be 
conducted in bursts, limited bursts and 
in single shots. 

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1
The CZ for Professionals

Model	 	

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1
Cal.	

9x19
Muzzle	velocity	v5   

370 m/s
Rate	of	fire	(bursts)   

1150 rpm
Sight	radius	

to 240 mm
Magazine	type		 	

Double-column
Capacity	 	

30 rd.
Barrel	length	(mm)	 	

196
Dimensions	(mm)	with	folded
/unfolded	stock		

410/660x97/60x240
Weight	(kg)	 	

2,77
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Ambidextrous control of fire 
mode selector. 
Horizontally adjustable pistol grip.
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Possibility of reversible positioning 
of cocking handle.

Transparent magazine 
making it easy to check 
a number of cartridges. 

Plastic butt-stock 
adjustable in length. 

The weapon comes in plastic case
which includes 2 pcs. of 30 round 
magazines, sling, and cleaning kit.              

Easy mounting of accessories 
using MIL-STD-1913 rails.


